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URL rewrites make it possible to make existing URLs more
“search engine friendly” and also easier for humans to read.
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URL Rewrites. The URL Rewrite tool lets you change any URL
that is associated with a product, category, or CMS page. When
the rewrite goes into effect, any.
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I see a lot of fear of rewrites in the comments. Naturally,
someone has posted that daft Spolsky article about how
Netscape staying with the disastrous Navigator.
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hotels all over the world, each national branch may require
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As a general rule in my experience, a re-write will take at
least as long as Rewrites the Rewrites software. Testing was
done during deployment; the first version worked well enough
to go into production. Mostpeopleneedtobetaught.For example:.
That means you won't know how to do a rewrite .
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